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Digitize your specimens with Axioscan 7 – the reliable, reproducible way to
create high-quality virtual microscope slides. Axioscan 7 combines qualities
that you would not expect to get in a slide scanner: high-speed digitization and
outstanding image quality, plus an unrivalled variety of imaging modes, are all
available in a fully automated and easy to operate system.
Your routine scanning applications are supported by powerful hardware and
perfectly featured software. Capture virtual slides quickly with high-speed
scanning while retaining consistently high quality, whether you want to
capture brightfield, fluorescence or polarized light images.
Access your virtual slides anytime, no matter where you are or what operating
system you are using. Share your images online with colleagues and organize
entire projects, even when you’re on the go, with ZEN Intellesis-machine
learning software, segment and analyse your virtual slides accurately with
minimal user bias.

SPEAKER
Dr Siang Hui LIM received his PhD in Biopharmacy from
University of Malaya (2015) with his research work
focused on photosensitizers characterization and delivery
for the photodynamic treatment (PDT) of cancer. From
2007 to 2013, he served as a Senior Research Scientist in
Cancer Research Initiatives Foundation (Malaysia) where
he worked on the application of dyes and pigments for the
PDT treatment and diagnosis of cancer. Using the confocal
microscopy technique, he investigated the pharmacology
properties of these photosensitizers on cancer. He also
has experience in microscopy-based light illumination
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setup for in vivo models such as chick embryo
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chorioallantoic membrane assay and murine tumor
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model. He also investigated the anticancer drug molecular
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targets/pathways using zebrafish model. Since December
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2013, Siang Hui joins Carl Zeiss Malaysia as application
specialist. He is mainly in-charge of Bioscience application
of light microscope, wide-field fluorescence system and
confocal laser scanning microscope.

